
AGENDA 

Learning Objectives WA SEL Standard 

• Students will learn to identify their feelings about the changes to mask guidelines through self-reflection and discussion. Standard 1: Self-Awareness 

• Students will learn to reflect on respecting reasons behind our choices and increase awareness around the impact of judgements Standard 2: Social Awareness  

• Students will learn to demonstrate respect to those whose choices are different than ours, avoid harmful judgements, and solve problems Standard 5: Social Management

• Students will learn how to ask for help and where to go for support Standard 3: Self-Efficacy

• Students will learn to identify and demonstrate the actions which lead to a positive, safe school environment Standard 6: Social Engagement 

PREPARATION 
Lesson Changes to Mask Guidelines 

Grade 6th – 8th

Suggested 
Time

20 minutes 

Notes Do consider both whole and small group discussions
Slides provided for optional extension activities. Review and unhide prior to utilizing. 
Optional: Check notes section for guidance

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES (20-25 minutes)

Videos Show either or both videos and discuss

• Middle Schoolers Discuss Impact of Judging Less and Accepting More
• Endemic vs Epidemic vs Pandemic 

Writing Write and/or share a story about a time in your life you’ve felt judged
*If using MS Video, this should be done next
*Can also be a stand-alone activity 

https://www.k12.wa.us/sites/default/files/public/studentsupport/sel/pubdocs/Appendix%20D%20Standards%2C%20Benchmarks%20Indicators.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nclAnJXdgqs


Changes to Mask Guidelines

Middle School 

Social Emotional Learning Lesson 

sh



What are the Changes & Why?

• Beginning Monday, March 14th masks 
will be optional both inside and outside 
the school building in most situations. 
Masks must still be worn in the nurse 
office, school-based health care center, 
and protected health care room. Masking 
is also required for some indoor activities.

• This decision was made following the 
guidelines of Public Health, the Centers 
for Disease Control, and our own state

• Since January, SPS Covid cases have 
dropped by over 90% 

Keep in Mind

• We all have different emotions, views, 
and feelings about this

• Respecting each other should be a 
priority

• Masks are always a good preventative 
measure against illnesses 

• Masks aren't the only preventative 
measure. At school we will continue hand 
washing, strong air flow, testing, and 
physical distancing, etc. Changes may be 
made to these measures



The 3 W’s

Wonderings

What are you curious 
about?

What questions do you 
have?

Worries Wishes

Are you worried or 
concerned about 

anything?

Or are you 
experiencing 

happiness and joy?

(maybe both?)

What are you feeling 
hopeful about?

What do you wish for 
our school and 

community in these 
next months?



Our Choices 
Do we have a 

right to know why 
others make the 
choice that they 

do?

We can ask, but it is 
not our RIGHT to 

know. Respect the 
privacy of others.

We can choose to wear a 
mask.

We can choose to not wear a 
mask.

We can choose to wear a mask 
in some places.



We All Have Our Own Reasons
Family Reasons Social Comfort

Health Concerns Other Reasons



Judge Much?
It is not our right to know about why 

others make choices.

Making judgements or assumptions 

about others can be wrong or 

harmful

It’s important that we practice 

patience and empathy, especially 

when disagreeing. 

Why do we judge others? 

Are judgements always 
negative? Explain.

What are some 
consequences of judging 

others?



Judging Others is 
about the Judger

It makes them feel better 

Judgers are often insecure

Judgers may lack information or 
education

What else?



Discussion 

1. If you are or someone else is harassed for for your choices, what would you do? If 
you needed help, who would you go to?

2. Not just thinking about masks, how can we show respect for those whose choices 
are different than ours? What are some examples?

3. If we experience or observe a conflict over our choices, what are some ways we 
can solve our problems constructively?

4. How can we all work together to make our school a place where everyone feels 
comfortable and safe no matter their choices?



Closing

Do you agree with the statement to 

the right?

What is one piece of advice you’d 

give to someone to help them 

judge less?



Questions?



Thank you!
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